In the sparse representation-based classification (SRC), the object recognition procedure depends on local sparsity identification from sparse coding coefficients, where many existing SRC methods have focused on the local sparsity and the samples correlation to improve the classifier performance. However, the coefficients often do not accurately represent the local sparsity due to several factors that affect the data acquisition process such as noise, blurring, and downsampling. Therefore, this paper presents an effective method that exploits nonlocal sparsity by estimating the sparse code changes, which can be done by adding a nonlocal constraint term to the local constraint one. In addition, for generality, the sparse coding and regularization parameters are adaptively estimated. A comparative study demonstrated that the proposed method has better accuracy rates compared to the existing state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face recognition (FR) is a hot research area in computer vision and pattern recognition due to its dramatically increasing in real-world applications like bankcard identification, secure monitoring, video surveillance, person tracking, and human-computer interaction etc. FR is a biometric process that applies automated methods to recognize human identity. Many biometric feature methods are utilized to identify a person such as fingerprint, iris recognition, hand-writing, voice, etc. All methods require a direct cooperation from the target person. However, the FR is unconstrained technique that verifies a personal identity in natural and friendly way because face images may be captured from a distance using any camera, which is a great beneficial for security and surveillance systems [1] , [2] . The sources of variation in facial appearance is a big challenge that affects the accuracy of any face recognition system. This challenge becomes exacerbated due to variations in the physical nature of the face and other factors that affect the data acquisition process such as variations in illumination, pose, scale, etc. Basically, FR methods are categorized as feature and holistic-based methods [3] . In feature-based approaches, the recognition process is based on extracting local features from image and addressing the locations of face components like eyes, mouth, nose, etc. The entire image features are used to perform the classification procedure and find the correlation among the input image and database images. Most holistic approaches depend on eigenfaces like principal component analysis (PCA), fisher faces, linear discriminant analysis (LDA), or PCA combined with LDA [4] .
In the last decade, the SRC is proposed by Wright et al. [5] as a robust approach for FR. The basic SRC idea is to distinguish linearly inseparable data with linear methods. The input face is projected from the original space to a new space using a dictionary that contains all database images. The input face is then assigned to the category that has highest contribution. Many linear regression-based classification approaches are proposed to improve the SRC-based classification performance such as [6] - [8] . Generally, SRC works based on the compressive sensing (CS) paradigm, which applies 1 -norm based optimization problems to find the sparse solution for underdetermined systems. Most face databases are quite small, and due to resolution issues, the images are typically high dimension. So, at feature-extraction phase, the images are projected to low-dimensional vectors in face space. However, many other methods have been applied to regression forms based on 2 -norm to overcome the limitations of 1 −-norm.
The main aim of study is to propose an efficient method that considers the nonlocal sparsity in SRC beside the local sparsity. Two main processes have been applied in order to identify the nonlocal constraint. The first one is the linear regression method, which estimates the sparse coding coefficients adaptively. The second one is the optimization of two regularization parameters that help to overcome the 1 -norm limitations is done adaptively.
The paper rest is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents the SRC methods and related work. The proposed approach is explored in Section 3. The discussion on datasets and experimental results are given in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
Sparse representation is a computer vision problems that builds based on the processing of linear inseparable data and distinguishing the data with linear methods. Given the linear model [4] :
where X ∈ n×p is the design matrix, y ∈ n is the response vector, β ∈ p are the unknown weights, and ε ∈ n is zero-mean independent and identically distributed Gaussian noise vector. The estimation weight vectorβ can be found by penalization methods [9] . The minimization problem can be formulated as [10] :
where p may be 0,1, or any other eligible sparsity metric. The last equation is often adopted with Lagrangian formulation as [11] :β
where J (β) is a nonnegative valued penalty function and γ is a nonnegative complexity parameter or regularization parameter. Basically, the main difference among most of the existing techniques is the choice of the penalty function. For ordinary the least-square method J (β) = 0, for ridge regression J (β) = β 2 2 , and for Lasso J (β) = β 1 . Generally, the linear representation depends on the size of designed matrix X . In this context, the matrix elements are called atoms and their collection as columns of a matrix are referred to as dictionary. Atoms of the dictionary capture the features of the images. If X is complete, then the signal y can be defined by a linear combination of the entire dictionary atoms. In an incomplete dictionary, more atoms must be involved. In other words, more choices are available to represent y with an overcomplete dictionary X , but sparser to represent y.
For linear representation of FR methods, the response vector y represents the query face image that needs to be recognized and the design matrix X is training images with distinguished classes. To identify the query image, the weight vector β needs to be estimated. Let the training set be M samples with P distinguished categories and m i is the number of images in the i th class. Using linear subspace, X i can be written as [9] :
where q is the column vector q = a × b and a, b represent the gray-scale training image size. X i is class vector subspace i, which also called regressor. For query image y, if y belongs to the class i, it may be defined as a linear mix of the training images using the same class [11] .
In practice, if the samples number in each class is relatively large, the test image may be accurately represented by combining training samples with differently weighted coefficients in the coding vector. However, in many FR applications, the number of samples is small, and the images might be affected by noise and illumination. As a result, the subspace vector β i will not accurately represent the test image. The main challenge in SRC is identifying the right class from weight factor (sparse coding) coefficients.
First, starting with the sparse representation using 1 −minimization or the SRC method [5] . Theβ can be estimated by solving the following minimization problem [9] :
The tested image is coded as a mix of all training images y ≈ X β where β = [β 1 , β 2 , ..., β P ] is the coefficients coding vector and β i is associated with the i th class and subvector X i . If y is from class i, then coefficients in β k , k = i are very small compared with the coefficients of β i . Therefore, the classification decision is based on the minimum error from all classes. Figs 1-2 show an example from the ORL database where the testing image obviously belongs to the second category.
One of the SRC key points is that the test image is coded collaboratively over the entire training set X instead of each subset X i . Usually, in practice, the training samples of a class are correlated. If X i has enough samples, the error presentation e i = y − X i β i 2 will be very small. It will sufficient to recognize the testing image y. However, often the face images are almost similar, and some images are nearly identical. If X i and X j samples of classes i and j contain similar images, the two classes will be incoherent. However, they will be highly correlated, and the distance between e i and e j will be very close. This leads to wrong classification. One option to reduce the representation error is to increase the number of sample per category. But, the correlated classes will provide almost the same error as shown in Fig. 3 . In this method the classifier decision is based on finding the sparsest representation in all training samples. However, it failed to address the correlation between the samples.
The recognition process can be performed using a simple least-square approaches ( 2 -approach) technique without any need to employ the sparse representation, as Shi et al. [12] claimed. This approach outperforms a lot of algorithms, when samples number are small. However, this algorithm will provide a large residual error margin [13] . Zhang et al. [8] stated that the collaborative representation (CR) leads to improve the accuracy in FR even without the usage of 1 as in original SRC technique. They proposed CR with least-square (CRC_RLS) as a classifier to address the under-complete issue where there is not enough samples in any class X i . Basically, they applied least-square as a regularization term J (β) = β 2 2 . The algorithm showed good results, but the performance is affected when the training samples are correlated.
In addition, to overcome the limitation of sparsity and correlation, Wang et al. [6] proposed an adaptive sparse representation (ASRC) framework. This method considers the sparsity and correlation between the samples jointly. Using an adaptive correlation regularizer, the insufficient samples and misalignment can be compensated by the dictionary correlation. In ASRC, the penalty function J (β) is based on the trace norm in linear representation model J (β) = XDiag(β) * . If the occlusion corruption follows Laplacian distribution, they are considered 1 -minimization. The final formula can be defined as [6] :
The main feature of this approach is that it uses the correlation regularizer based on trace norm to deal with occlusion images. The nonlocal sparsity problem is not considered in this method. In some proposed methods such [14] and [15] the nonlocal sparsity is addressed using the cluster technique. The test image is belong to the class of minimum number of blocks from the dictionary. This method, showed a promising results addressing the limited samples per class. However, the method was formulated as non-convex problem which is considered computational complex and did not consider the correlation between blocks from different categories. Awedat et al. [15] proposed a method called modular sparse representation based classification (MSRC). The authors addressed the nonlocal sparsity by dividing the test and training images into blocks. The sparse coefficients are estimated for each block. Despite the images used without dimensionality reduction, identifying the blocks that provide an accurate decision still an issue. In summary, all proposed methods that we have mentioned above have focused on addressing the effect of noise or/and sparsity, and the correlation among samples. The sparse representation for a test image is considered after down-sampling the original high resolution image. The main assumption is that the coefficient values of sparse vector will be very close between two cases of presentation. In addition, the regularization parameter γ is considered in most cases to be a constant after manually optimization procedure. This work has been inspired by Wang et al. [6] , Lorbert et al. [11] , and Turk and Pentland [16] . The proposed approach will address the two problems that have mentioned above. The non-local sparsity effectiveness and the regularization parameter will be estimated adaptively based on database type and the compilation of entire images in each class.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
To introduce the proposed method in details, the effectiveness of non-local sparsity and regularization parameters on the classification process is presented.
A. THE SPARSE CODING NOISE IN SPARSE REPRESENTATION
We start with the general model of sparse representation. Mathematically, given an image x with resolution m × l, reformed as a vector x ∈ N where N = m × l. This vector can be defined as a linear mixture of training dictionary of M samples A ∈ N ×M and sparse vector β ∈ M , which is defined as [11] :
Primitively, finding the coefficients vector by the 1 -norm requires under-determined system. However, for a raw face image, the respective linear system will be very large because the resolution of the images that leads the system to be overdetermined. In this case, the system will have a unique solution that can be found using least square method. Almost feature transformations include to project images from image to feature space. For N-pixels image x ∈ N may be projected to a low-dimensional feature space y ∈ d by [17] .
where d N and H ∈ d×N is the projection matrix. The feature extraction is one way to find the projections of data in low dimensions and to reduce the computational cost such as Eigen faces [16] , Fisherfaces [18] , Laplacianfaces [19] , and randomfaces [5] . Applying H to both sides of Eq. (8) yields:
Compared to Eq. (1), X = HA. The test image y with low dimension is used to obtain the sparse vector β y . Clearly, β x and β y are expected to be very close. Unfortunately, in most FR scenarios, the original tested image could be partially corrupted or occluded. Therefore, sparse vector β y may deviate from β x , leading to inaccurate classification of the test image. In addition, most of face databases contain a limited number of samples that are still considered small compared with the resolution of each image. In some databases, the images should be severely down-sampled to meet the under-determined condition. Fig. 4 depicts an example of an original image of different subsample values.
For FR methods, most studies demonstrated that increasing the feature space dimension generally enhances the recognition rate, since the directory matrix is still fat (the number of atoms(images) are still larger than the number of selected features) [5] . Here, we will use sparse coding noise (SCN) [16] to find the difference between the coding vectors, which can be calculated by:
For given an image x and the degrade image y = Hx + v, the sparse coding vector β x is depends on β y via minimization, which can be defined as [17] :
To observe the effect of non-local sparsity, we perform some experiments and show the differences between β y and β x . We use the same last formula, but without including H matrix to calculate β x ..
The SCN is computed as v β = β x − β y . First, the effect of SCN on the sparsity is considered by choosing different number of features per image. In Fig. 5 , the v β 2 is plotted corresponding to a number of features that have been selected using different down-sampled values of images from ORL and Yale databases [20] , [21] . The curves showed that the SCN value is decreased as increasing the features number, which should be limited to satisfy the sparse representation condition. Therefore, the effectiveness of SCN should be considered in the classification process. Secondly, the correlation between the samples is considered by changing the number of samples per class. One face image is chosen from each databases. The image is down-sampled to the size 9 × 9. For the ORL database, three cases are tested (7, 5 , and 3 samples per class). The number of samples for Yale database were (8, 6 , and 3 samples per class). Fig. 6 shows the results for both databases. From the figure, we can observe that the SCN effect will appear clearly when the samples per category just few samples or many samples. No matter what the method will be used for face recognition, the non-local effective will exist and needs to be considered.
The SCN effectiveness is considered and a new model is proposed to reduce it. The method leads to improve the performance of sparse coding β y , which leads to improved classification process. Basically, we developed SRC by adding a nonlocal constraint term to the local constraint one. The new proposed sparse code can be formulated as:β
where λ and γ are regularization parameters and the p -norm (p can be 1 or 2) is used to measure SCN as a distance between β and β y . If β =β x (v x = 0), the model in Eq. (15) 
For a test image y that can be defined as a problem of linear regression, the coefficients vector elements related to i th class is calculated by using least-square estimation [4] as:
Since there are few samples per class and the features in each image are usually high, the X T i X i ∈ Re m i ×m i is well conditioned. In the same way, the coefficients for other categories will be identified. The sparse vector coefficients for each category can be written as:
Finally, theβ x can be estimated by concatenated the coefficients of all categories as: 
where ∈ M .
B. ADAPTIVE SELECTING OF THE REGULARIZATION PARAMETERS
The regularization parameters selection has a crucial role in controlling and improving the sparse representation performance. It provides a balance of sparsity and grouping tradeoff. Many methods have existed, like those in [22] - [24] . Choosing regularization parameters is based on the trial and error strategy, which may be time-consuming. In other methods, regularization parameters are chosen to satisfy some criteria such as the maximum likelihood and ad-hoc manner [25] . Therefore, the adaptive selection of these parameters VOLUME 7, 2019 becomes an attractive topic to researchers. Many methods have proposed to select the regularization parameters adaptively. In [26] , the total-variation (TV) based blind deconvolution has been solved using variable-splitting and penalty method. The generalized cross-validation (GCV) method in [27] and [28] has been used to calculate the regularization parameters for the total variation-regularized negative-log Poisson likelihood problem in [29] . Dong et al. [17] proposed the centralized sparse representation (CSR) for the classification then applied the Bayesian interpretation of the CSR to provide the adaptive regularization parameters. In [30] addressed the regularization parameters to improve the classifier accuracy. The authors proposed Multi-Task Sparse Learning (MTSL) framework based on multiple shared stages. In every stage, the new value of regularization parameter is provided by previous phase to share the features. In this work, a simple approach for the regularization parameters selection γ and λ is proposed adaptively to produce the sparest solution and avoid under and over-fitting. We formulated the proposal sparse coding as:
Thus, λ and γ are dynamically updated instead of being fixed values. To solve the minimization problem in Eq. (20) , the proposed algorithm alternates among the sparse coding, the λ (n) and γ (n) will be updated at the same time. Our method also uses the sparse codingβ x and original training dictionary A to find the optimization values. The query image is embedded to find the optimum values. This allows more adaptive flexibility and provides a good balance of sparsity/grouping trade-off. In addition, a reasonable and adaptive setting may not only provide flexibility, but also improve the classification accuracy.
From the discussion in the last section, we know that the coefficient values of estimation sparse codingβ x will be controlled by the samples in each category and the number of features in each sample. Those coefficients will change for each input image. The proposed approach will address all these by estimating the regularization terms as a function of image features, samples number per class, and training dictionary number. Generally, we can express λ (n) and γ (n) as: and
where A is the training dictionary that depends on the database and the image features,β (n)
x is the sparse coding of the face image n. h and W are predetermined scalar and a normalization factor respectively.
To make sure that our approach will be robust and applicable regardless of the database, we formulated the parameters so that they adapted to the database parameters like samples number, features, classes number, etc. as:
and
For an image n, A xi represents the samples of class i and β xi represents the coding coefficient vector of class i. Fig. 7 shows the regularization parameters for 20 selected images from Yale database. Basically, all of the images have been cropped to 8 × 8, and the number of samples in the training dictionary is 99 where each class contains 6 images. In other words, the parameter values will be controlled by the database parameters which are embedded in h, W , and A xi . This is one advantage of our approach, which provides more robust results by reusing the original sparse coding vector. The regularization parameters will be updated based on the used database.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed method performance is tested through a number of experiments using three face databases, including Yale B [21] , [31] AR [32] , and AT&T (formerly ORL) [20] , [33] . These databases are utilized to test the proposed method and other methods, including the original SRC technique [13] , CRC_RLS method [8] , and Pairwise Elastic Net [11] .
A. REGULARIZATION AND SPARSE CODING ROLE
Before comparing the proposed approach with the aforementioned methods, we demonstrate the effectiveness of both SNC and the regularization parameters individually. In the first scenario, let v x = 0, in this case, the sparse code can be estimated by SRC ( 1 -regularization) with one regularization parameter γ . For comparison purpose, the regularization parameters in Eq. (14), will be optimized manually. Secondly, we will use the proposed method with the adaptive selection of γ (n) and λ (n) for each input image and compare it with single optimized values of γ and λ. We select the ORL database for this process as an example. It has 400 face images of 40 subjects, and every sample has 10 images. The images were captured in different times with changing lighting, facial expressions, and facial details. We will examine the two scenarios that are mentioned above depending on features number for each face image in the training set. Fig. 8 supports our claim that the sparse code is effected when images are extremely cropped. As a result, the accuracy will decrease. However, when the image represents enough features (in the figure, when the number of features is ≥ 100 ), the SRC technique provides a competitive result). Modifying the regularization parameters based on the test image plays a crucial role which improves the classifier performance. Fig. 9 shows a promising accuracy even with small features that represents the image for example 36 features. The main reason is that the parameters will be adapted according to the number of image features.
B. PROPOSED METHOD VALIDATION
The proposed method will be tested and compared to the aforementioned methods. All methods will be tested depending on random selection of training sets of different number of images per subject (t). We select distinct feature space dimensions for various t values. The accuracy of each method has been represented based on the maximum values that we VOLUME 7, 2019 have retrieved. All the applied databases have been normalized before the classification procedures. For the CRC_RLS method, the optimal value of the regularization parameter γ has been set to 0.001 * n/700 in all FR testing, where n is training samples number based on [8] . For Pairwise Elastic Net method, the regularization parameters optimized manually at 0.5 and 0.005 for γ and λ respectively. Table 1 lists the recognition rates for all compared approaches under different training set size t. All the images have been down-sampled to 8×8. The proposed method performance is tested with three different samples number for each subject. All the methods have a good accuracy if the samples number per class increases. However, the proposed method provides the higher accuracy than all other competitive techniques.
1) ORL DATABASE

2) EXTENDED YALE B DATABASE
The Extended Yale B database has 2414 frontal face images of 38 persons. For computational purpose, we utilize the cropped and normalized face images of size 64 × 64 to estimate the sparse coding vectorsβ x . The training samples that represent each class were changed based on a percentage of the entire training dictionary. Table 2 lists the recognition rates of all compared approaches with different training set percentages. The performance is examined under three different samples number for every subject. From results, the proposed method provides higher accuracy than all competitive techniques. 
3) AR DATABASE
The AR face database has over 4000 color face images of 126 persons. In experiments, a subset of large variations of occluded modes (people wearing sunglass and scarf) was selected, which corresponded to 100 different subjects. For every subject, there are two parts: one for training and one for testing. Each part involves 7 images per subject. Table 3 shows the results of all methods including our approach, which is outperformed the competitive techniques.
From the experimental results, it is clear that the sparse coding and regularization parameters play crucial roles in improving the performance of SRC. However, the estimation of sparse coding based on original resolution of the images might affect the speed of the classifier. Finding an alternative estimation method that provides a fast estimation should be considered as a future researcher.
V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
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